SHAC Minutes
11/20/14

SHAC Members Present: Char Coal, Kevin Cunningham, Sky Handy, Abdi Hassan, Indie Lewis, Lars Mackenzie, Rachel Mezera, Alison Miller, Addie Nelson, Anastasia Press, Cameron Schilling, Adam Scott, Cecilia Stevens, Pajau (PJ) Vangay

SHAC Members Absent: Lyndsay Pryor, Apoorva Reddy, Sana Siddiqui, Enoch You, Xi Yu

Guests: Drew Coveyou (MSA Communications Manager)

Boynton Staff Present: Carl Anderson, Tom Bilder, Sue Jackson, Julie Sanem, Ferd Schlapper

1. Welcome and Introductions – (Indie and Sky)

2. Review of Minutes from 11.06.14 (Indie and Sky)

3. Updates- Information only
   - Next Meeting, December 4 W120 Roen Room BHS Last meeting of the Semester
   - Parental Leave for Students (Dave, Cecilia, Kevin, Sana) Meeting Scheduled for 11/24/14
     - Meeting to be rescheduled because of conflicts?
   - Campus Safety and Safe U- Ann Freeman possibly for December meeting
   - Occupational Health (Cameron, Addie,) Meeting with Joe Klancher 11/13
     - Joe Klancher doesn’t have control over the individual lab regulations but can build relationships with the labs to encourage improvements
     - Could survey students about safety (knowledge, opinions)
     - Joe would like to promote culture change around five main safety areas
     - The group will meet again with Joe
     - DHS might be setting up a hotline to call for non-emergency spills. Currently, 911 is called for any type of spill.
     - Maybe a sticker for phones with the hotline?
   - Survey Demographics (Dave, Cecilia, Char, Lars) Katie L setting up meeting
     - Meeting happened!
     - Next step: connect with Qualtrics to provide demographic information for people designing surveys
     - Demographics questions will be updated for the 2015 College Student Health Survey

4. U-Pass and Metro Mobility – (DISCUSSION) Abdi
   - The question should be rephrased: how can the Metro Mobility pass be subsidized to better help students? This would allow students unlimited access to Metro Mobility rides.
   - Refer to Abdil’s handout.

5. Sexual Assault on Campus MSA (DISCUSSION)
   - MSA Campaign – No Gray Campaign SHAC recommendations
   - University of Minnesota Policy Review Sexual Assault
     - Drew Coveyou, MSA’s Communication Manager
     - MSA has three main focus areas: training, policy, awareness
     - No Gray is part of the awareness area
     - Overall goal is to change the climate to prevent sexual assault not just to raise awareness.
     - MSA has many partners and would like SHAC to be a partner
     - SHAC might be most involved in policy
       1. Short term: feedback, support of a December 2 resolution
       2. Long term: next steps for likely passage of resolution
   - Resolution
     1. Affirmative consent policy on campus
     2. Increased training for individuals that hear cases
3. Fully funding male engagement coordinator
   - MSA will send resolution language to SHAC Co-Chairs for review
   - Male Engagement Coordinator at Aurora would be involved with in designing and implementing trainings specifically for male audiences as well as building relationships with departments
   - MSA’s goal is to support increased training but not to create the training. They would help identify appropriate venues on campus.
   - Victim survivors are very involved in the process, including the awareness campaign.
   - NO GRAY Awareness Campaign
     - Originally developed by General Mills and Zeus Jones for another group who didn’t end up using it. They would like a group to use it!
     - Goal: We need a campaign that will:
       a. Get rid of the gray zone in the way sexual assault is perceived and talked about.
       b. Help people see rape the same way they see other crimes, not as something to be tolerated.
       c. Create “sticky: repeatable language that is more clear and more memorable than other similar efforts.
       d. Allow people who share in our mission to make the campaign their own.
     - MSA has made the decision to move forward with No Gray. They are still considering the “Rape is always a crime” tagline
     - The ads and communication pieces would lead people to a website with information and resources. This would probably be hosted by Aurora.
     - MSA is still thinking about who would get or be able to wear the No Gray shirt. Would students have to go through a training before getting a shirt?

6. Sleep Zones CMU follow up (Sky) (DISCUSSION)
   - Met with Jason Hancock
   - Coffman Board of Governors is meeting tonight about the issue
   - The biggest concern right now is cost.
   - Who would pick up the cost? Might grant funding be available?

7. Saturday hours at Boynton- review information (Carl and Ferd) (DECISION)
   - See handout
   - Some updates have been made: pharmacy access, online access
   - Boynton would create a communication strategy related to a change in hours.
   - Boynton might switch to using Fairview for after hours nurse line assistance. This service would allow the phone line access to medical records.
   - This change would take place at the start of a semester or a school year not in the middle.
   - SHAC will make a final decision at the next meeting.

8. Old Smoke Free Signs Julie Update
   - Facilities Management/Sign Shop has not provided any guidance on removal of the old signs.
   - The University Sign Committee will potentially provide guidance about a plan for removing the old signs.

9. Adjourn